
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a trade product manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for trade product manager

Development, analysis and support of trade MIS functions for EMEA region
focusing particularly on volume, revenue and rebates on particular product
segments, originated in the region but delivered globally whilst
understanding the drivers
Preparing product development updates for internal/external client
consumption
Work as part of a small team with minimal day to day supervision
Be responsible for product pricing strategies
Lead and support RFP and RFI proposals
In conjunction with the Senior Product Manager, Develop Product Strategy
(including Market and Competitor Analysis)
Conduct new product development including implementing product
extensions for current product offerings in light of evolving market trends,
client requirements, geographic expansion and regulatory changes
Preparation of monthly business reports
Analyse market segmentation for sales process and client coverage
Monitor and maintain marketing materials, sales presentations and product
slip sheets

Qualifications for trade product manager

Solid understanding of Global Transaction Banking’s objectives, strategies
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Significant experience of the Structuring & Pricing across multiple asset-
classes
Direct experience, minimum two years of Trade Finance and its products
gained in a Product Management, Operations, Sales or other similar role
within the financial services industry with the ability to develop and define
new product offerings together with a detailed understanding of the
technical background of such Trade offerings
Ability to develop product strategy and marketing programme to support
sales effort
Strong interpersonal skills with the ability to maintain close working
relationships with Sales, Customer service and Product delivery managers to
ensure customer satisfaction and product profitability
Monitor and control standard RFP & RFI responses


